What Are the Stakes?

The stakes involved in a contest or a risky action are the things that can be gained or lost. The game was usually played
for high stakes between two large groups.stake noun [ C ] (STICK) a strong stick or metal bar with a pointed end: The
stakes are pushed or hammered into the ground and can be used for supporting a plant or forming part of a fence. the
stake.Define stake (noun) and get synonyms. What is stake (noun)? stake (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary.a pointed stick or post that is pushed into the ground especially to mark a place or to support
something. the stake: a post that a person was tied to and burned on in the past as a form of punishment. stakes:
something (such as money) that you could win or lose in a game, contest, etc.Multiple Emmy-winning screenwriter Erik
Bork (HBO's BAND OF BROTHERS) discusses the importance of "stakes" in screenwriting.If stopping in to get a cup
of coffee on the way to work/school means that I might be a minute late - but the boss doesn't mind - then the stakes.Hi,
"The stakes are high" is often used by media reporters when talking about developments in politic, economic, social, etc.
issues. How should.Demons are real. The devil is real. But deliverance is also real! As a pastor, I am often asked about
demonic activity. While there are countless resources on.So Steve & this non-Christian man who was desperate for help
put Bible verses on ordinary tent stakes. Then they placed these stakes in the ground on the.Every story must have
stakes. Stakes (especially high ones) keep the plot moving , keep the characters growing and changing, and keep your
readers engaged.Definition of raise the stakes in the Idioms Dictionary. raise the stakes phrase. What does raise the
stakes expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom.Definition of stake - a strong wooden or metal post with a
point at one end, driven into the ground to support a plant, form part of a fence, mark a bou.24 Mar - 5 min One reason I
like lower stakes is that if the world is going to end if the protagonist fails, its.10 Dec - 51 min This session focuses on
digital distribution and its impact on attendance at live events.The stakes are what this somebody (and the audience)
believes will happen if the protagonist doesn't get what he or she wants. As the consequences of not.Let's raise the
stakes! Keeping readers engaged in your story is, of course, paramount. And one of the easiest ways to ensure readers
keep.
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